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By College

- Arts & Humanities: 36%
- Business: 10%
- Education: 18%
- Science: 31%
- Library Services: 5%
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M/O/P Research

- Creative Works: 4%
- Dissertations: 5%
- Data: 12%
- Historical/Archival: 1%
- Manuscripts: 4%
- Multimedia: 1%
- Presentations: 9%
- Primary Research Materials: 1%
- Publications: 59%
- Working Papers: 6%
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M/O/P Teaching

Creative Works Curricula Materials Historical/Archival Multimedia OER Primary Research Working Papers

19% 50% 11% 11% 5% 2%
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REPORT AVAILABLE IN DIGITAL COMMONS COLLABORATORY: http://digitalcommons.bepress.com/collaboratory/89/

English in The Keep
A success and service report for the Department of English

Faculty success:
There are currently nine English faculty members participating in The Keep, for a participation rate of 19%.

These nine faculty members have deposited 49 documents, which have been downloaded 2,586 times as of Feb. 17, 2015.

English faculty papers have been downloaded around the world to numerous universities, colleges, schools, libraries, and private homes.

In the past 30 days, 150 faculty papers were downloaded to the following locations (example docs are called out):

Contact us at thekeep@eiu.edu for assistance with your SelectedWorks page, hosting an e-journal, or general questions. We are here to support you.
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